supremacy of music  Richard Wagner - Blogging Shakespeare This text presents the historical evidence of Wagner's own writings, reported conversations about Shakespeare, and the circumstantial evidence of the. The Music of Richard Wagner and its influence in. - Goethe-Institut 30 Jun 1985. When I took a college course in Wagner, our professor told us on the first Richard Burton is Wagner. This is much like saying Wilhelm Shakespeare The second theme is his influence, which is only hinted at in the film. Shakespeare's Influence on Wagners Operas: Unraveling the. Wilhelm Richard Wagner was born in Leipzig, and it is thought that his real father was. was then to become Wagners stepfather and influence his early development. that drew Wagner initially towards Classical and Shakespearean drama. The Man - richard-wagner.org 23 Jul 2013. This bronze portrait bust of German composer Richard Wagner, sculptured. He had become a national symbol, like Shakespeare, Cervantes and Dante. however: He favored a Germany uncorrupted by Jewish influence,